winter day in 1980, I wandered for hours along the valley of the Merrimac River in the old mill city of Haverhill, Massachusetts. I walked on the main street past fourand five-story remains of factories, lost in the forest of verticality that once defined American settlement patterns. I walked into old residential neighborhoods. Franklin Amory, NY National Guard (now a shelter for single men} South Bronx. New York City past resplendent churches and sagging wooden tripleand double-deckers, where strips of plastic, aluminum, and asbestos thronged clapboard. All through the city decaying pieces of industrial culture twisted uncomfortably in their fresh graves. Alone, accompanied only by stabbing winds, these fragments brought to mind the fragility of America's architectural dreams: in this case, of creating a great river city of immense brick walls and church towers. Only a few miles from the frenzy of the Route 128 computer belt, Haverhill had become a bog of weathered dreams. My wanderings through Haverhill were not all that different from J.B. Jackson's tale "The Stranger's Path." In an unnamed city, Jackson wove a journey into the transient zones that were once ubiquitous outside rail or bus stations in ail-American cities. As a tour for new visitors, Jackson's itinerary was composed of old men and decaying buildings, of second-hand stores and bypassed lives. As he wrote: So the beginning of the Path is marked by the abandoned means of transportation and the area near the railroad tracks. We are welcomed to the city by a smiling landscape of parking lots, warehouses, pot-holed and weedgrown streets where isolated filling stations and quick lunch counters are scattered among cinders like survivals of a bombing raid.'
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The cold smell of broken stone trailed my family's drives from Long Island to Brooklyn. Exiting the Interboro Parkway for the surface streets of Brownsville, there was an eerie resemblance between the vast cemetery through which we had just driven and the urban burial ground that we were now negotiating. My parents almost immediately started complaining about the hollow streets and defeated architecture in this remote part of New York City. I'd be reminded that a vacant lot infested with ailanthus trees was once the site of romantic evenings at the cinema, or that the steel-shuttered storefronts on Pitkin Avenue were earlier filled with the latest fashions, or how my father met a long-lost friend from Europe standing in front of a shoe store while my mother shopped inside.
The climax of these drives to visit my relatives on the southern edge of Prospect Park was the rarely-fulfilled suggestion by my father that we first swing by Hopkinson Avenue and look at their old apartment, the first place they lived in America after arriving by boat from Germany in 1950. At this point, my mother would scream "what would be the point," and "why should I (and her children) be subjected to such nonsense and danger?" My father, on cue, would retort that the boarded-up building meant a great deal to him. It spoke about our family's history; he had studied there for the New York State Medical Exam. In those days it was a lively neighborhood where they had many friends.
In the early 1970s, while in high school, 1 was drawn to Brooklyn and particularly the old neighborhoods. Not coincidentally, many of the people where I grew up in Long Island had also fled from similar places a decade or so earlier. At times, I felt that the solidity of our large, detached, split-level house (built in 1963) was cemented by the vials of wrath cast against the new inhabitants and different tongues of the old neighborhoods, and the abuse hurled at their torn facades. In those days, the word Brooklyn signified failure to Long Islanders, a failure that legitimized their current suburban existence. They had escaped Brooklyn for a better life much as the Dodgers had abandoned Ebbets Field for sunny Southern California. Brooklyn's visible scars were a metonymy for a past my parents (and many of their neighbors) were trying to forget-a slow pedestrian life that took place in spaces of material limitation.
Still, the contrast between Brownsville's or East
Flatbush's architecture and that of Long Island made a deep impression on me. In the former were great brick buildings with terra-cotta moldings, stained-glass windows, and wrought-iron railings. There were Gothic schools, Byzantine synagogues, and Romanesque armories. There were parks whose edges were defined by substantial stone walls and serpentine paths that opened onto plazas replete with fountains and statues. 
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These were places blown under by the relentless winds of lifestyle re-fashioning. These were localities that had dropped into the rolling mills of immigrant transition and had been left to decompose amid atmospheres of poverty and abandonment. Although these neighborhoods were developed during the late nineteenth or even early twentieth century, they felt old. Their buildings expressed all stages of the aging process, from reconstructive alterations to structural afflictions, from hasty surgical removals to ill-fitted protective prostheses.
On Long Island the built landscape was sparkling new and clean, running like a pure thread of progress. The large houses advertised powers of material acquisition and storage as much as the wide streets and prominent driveways promised a life of fast, easy, and individualized movement. Houses had ample yards on all sides. Building materials were thin and temporary.
Over the years, people constantly added onto and modernized their properties. But, whereas alterations were devouring Brooklyn, they made sense on Long Island. Money was flowing, ambitions were wet, and the appearance of the place resembled the shifting styles of the hairdo of those years.
Growing up in an instant subdivision, the physical past was at a far remove, obscured by the horizontal height of the suburban colossus. Practically every building within a mile of my childhood house in Manhasset Hills was constructed after the Second World War; most were built in my lifetime. My parents (and even I) were older than these buildings. As a result, the past of words and the present of When my family intentionally travelled to a built past, it was generally to neighborhoods wrapped up in Edwardian bows and brownstone bonnets. These journeys were towards a past that had scant personal connection to us. Sure, we loved taking walks around Greenwich Village in the city or the village of old Roslyn on Long Island. These were old, evocative, and pleasant places. They weren't, however, as intriguing to me as the decayed Lower East Side or the vast reaches of Brooklyn and the Bronx. Much of Greenwich Village and old Roslyn were part of historic districts, places whose aging process had been arrested and where reconstructive surgery had worked. Similar to the education I received in public school, geared exclusively toward England and a protestant America in which none of my relatives had participated, these places were remote to me. They evoked a history that had no tangible bearing on my life, my family's past, or, for that matter, the lives of almost all the first-and secondgeneration Jewish, Italian, and Chinese people around whom I grew up. There is a significant difference between the notion of history within historic districts and ghost wards; between highlyregulated sectors that immobilize a moment in the past and unregulated locales where the past flows as a murky river. The concept of the historic districts derives from an opposition to the marketplace city. Preservationists long ago realized that industrial capitalism was a force of such power that it threatened the entirety of existing architecture. A fascination with mobility, newness, and pragmatic business threatened the presence of the past within our cities. Any building or neighborhood could be altered or demolished. The history of American cities over the past 100 years is full of stories of architectural masterpieces falling to the wrecking ball and entire neighborhoods bulldozed for new uses. Unlike Europe, where there is much greater respect for place and the past, America has had little patience for reflecting on time's passage as an objective in and of itself.
Given such attitudes toward the past in the New World, it is not surprising that the ideology of historic districts has leaned toward a European model of stability and permanence. Looking east over the Atlantic, historic preservationists have combatted speed and change. Districts have been governed by tight regulations on old-building alteration and new-building construction which seek to channel capital movements in prescribed, predictable, and harmonious ways. Statutes are essentializing, seeking to exclude as much of the present as possible in order to preserve the past as it was. Historic districts are hostile toward the contemporary and toward technological change.
In historic districts, time is sliced off at the bottom to reveal the age of original construction and its long-vanished inhabitants. Even when industrial facilities a woolens millor an ethnic neighborhoodoldlaw tenementsare preserved, the representation of history is flat. Two dimensions are stressed; the far-off past and the moment at hand. Cast off, filled in with caged materials, are the varnish and fingerprints of temporal change.
Because of these attitudes and an opposition to newness, speed, and changeto conditions that embody the attributes of the marketplace citythe historic preservation movement has customarily confronted popular American values and collided with the impatient and commercial ways that history operates within American cities, as opposed to European ones. These settlement practices leave in their wake hemorrhaging landscapes-the ghost wards I am discussing. We see such places scattered throughout the country, in the isolated mining towns of the West deserted after their strikes were exhausted, alongside the old cotton fields of the South depopulated after agricultural mechanization, or in the mill cities of the North, their once-proud energy directed like lightning into the inert ground. We see such places wherever progress turns upside-down, economies depress, images deform, and people and businesses move. Especially after the post-war suburban boom, larger-than-ever sections of our cities, rural areas and suburbs have been forsaken by capital markets. The viscous fringe of the present, the competitors falling out of the race to the future and into the broad plains of historical inertia are contained in these areas-which include inner-city slums, outmoded industrial districts and transportation corridors, by-passed towns and main streets, surplus dairy farms, and (increasingly) automobile commercial districts, like shopping malls, driven out of business by new, larger competition.
In ghost wards history ranges beyond moments of original construction or contemporary use; here a history emerges of the long time-span of change and the disorderly conduct of indi-vidual perception. It is a fatigued history of material decay, economic obsolescence, and social transition, a history that abandons bi-polar notions of present and past for a formless notion of historical ebb and flow.
Instead of buildings taking part in a dialectic of wholeness, deficiency, and then restoration -the dynamic of the historic district-these buildings possess unpredictable lives and pointless motivations.
Today, beyond the modern-postmodern caesura, it is time to rethink the rot and the bleached veneers that slow the lives of de-capitalized buildings. It is time to re-evaluate the callousness that is part and parcel of industrial capitalism and its ethos of speed.
History, for many Americans, is not what is preserved, but what is left behind. was for the unattached visitor, those who had fallen out of step with change. The unattached city, the ghost ward. has, in other words, its mirror in social life. As buildings are detached from the economic life of the city, they serve the similarly detached lives of people. Ghost wards are the physical double of social disintegration. They are the brick and wooden, the arched and trabeated consequences of a national ethos of social impoverishment.
Rather than seeing the decapitalized building or neighborhood as the avoidable by-product of contemporary development, they are better understood as the dark night of progress and development. Their creeping vacant visages are America's leftover urbanism. Their decomposing corpses are the aftermaths of an endless fascination with youth. The re-bar exposed on crumbling bridges and the shards of glass no longer protecting store windows are hangovers from America's burning orgy of the past.
In a critical sense, the broken dreams of ghost wards discolor the nation's optimistic and naive gaze on the future with the ballast of earlier wild-eyed visions that also promised Utopia.
Unlike historic districts, whose isolation through building regulations insulates them from market forces, from cycles of movement and abandonment, ghost wards are witness to the shifting directions and intensities of those forces. The past roars powerfully here. Fragments of unrealized dreams, insensitive present actions, and future disappointments abound. Ghost wards are the diminished double of our ever-mobile dreams, history's revenge on the future. Yet, while antagonistic to our country's preoccupation with objective and eternal youth, ghost wards are also a route towards a subjective and highly-personal youth. They lead us Thresholdsie "The oldest bank in Michigan" transformed into a Domino's Pizza East Side. Chicagô toward the fires that burned earlier in life and were extinguished through the accretions of responsibility and maturity. The decap-16 italized city is redolent with openings onto abandoned landscapes of the mind that countermand the order of the physical world and the logic of social life. For here, in the parts of cities and towns where purposive activity has yielded to indolence, straight and narrow journeys curve, and precise itineraries meander. The diversions of youth, the structuring of life from random and personal encounters, may be experienced anew. These are zones for enactments of something like Guy Debord's derivemoon-like passages through obscure and unpredictable terrains.
It is the second-hand qualities of ghost wards that allow them to function this way. Their products have already been bought and sold, their uses have vanished or been demoted, their history is heavy with departure. Although much has happened in these places, commerce and present-day concerns rarely direct attention away from the objects themselves and the departed past to which the subject also yearns. This absence of competing messages allows buildings and other artifacts to reveal the past in multiple and highly personal ways. The silence common to ghost wards, their lack of new parts and shiny signs, makes their buildings and streets as thin as the backlots of Hollywood. Their cracked walls are openings for the eyes, their peeling paint are invitations for the smell, their creaking floorboards are corridors for the ears to other worlds, to places where perception is sluggish and tangled with the imagination and memory.
As the sculptor Tony Smith writes of a journey in such lands: "Later I discovered some abandoned airstrips. ..Surrealist landscapes, something that had nothing to do with any function, created worlds without tradition. Artificial landscapes without cultural precedent began to dawn on me."-B y contrast, in historic districts, gussied-up buildings and carefully-prepared educational programs crowd out fantastical musings and personal reactions.
Up-to-date signs advertise any number of programmatic intentions. Stores and restaurants invite consumption, tee-shirts on which to wear the sign of the past. A density of messages crowds out the imagination. While less frenetic sometimes than the marketplace city, historic districts continue the relentless rationalities of day-today life.
In ghost wards, the typical lack of any reason to be there is an invitation in and of itself for other experiences. At times, there is nothing to concentrate on other than the movements of the senses on objects. Alexander
Wilson's description of Cades Cove within the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park illustrates these points.
As he told us:
There are no attendants playing historical roles, no paving, no mangolds, curtains, or furniture. Just the buildings themselves, Created there is the illusion of rebirth from decay, of the eradication of time's markings to create a dialectical synthesis of past and present. But in ghost wards no such synthesis occurs. An infinity of moments are in play. Decay is not arrested. Instead, it saddles buildings with strange beauties of decomposition, layering, and material subsidence. As buildings sink away from use, their materials come alive in ways that pragmatic culture considers disrespectful. Oxidation and corrosion imperil the power and sheen of metal, erosion and cracking take apart the solidity and weightiness of stone. Wood is revealed naked and dry, or hydrated and soft, its colors working toward brittle gray or bone white.
In all these ways, built materials change into something unintended by architecture, an anti-architecture inasmuch as their materiality lacks the commanding presence of the human hand. Ghost wards tell us what architecture's limit is and confuse the building practices of rich and technological America with the wind-blown sands that cover fallen civilizations.
The sense of time in ghost wards is much less one of the historical chronology than of geological and biological entanglements. To bring up an earlier idea, ghost wards are the other sides to the coin of the capitalizing city. Ghost wards are what Smithson calls "ruins in reverse," those signs advertising "...all the new construction that would eventually be built. This is the Thresholds16 C/3
Ghost wards tell us that the world is not composed of perfect and imperfect things, of past and present realities. Rather, the world is a dream of perfection dissolving at all times within imperfection.
opposite of the romantic ruin because the buildings don't fall down into ruin after they are built but rather rise into ruin before 18 they are built."' Ghost wards tell us that the world is not composed of perfect and imperfect things, of past and present realities. Rather, the world is a dream of perfection dissolving at all times within imperfection. Ghost wards are the abandoned sets of the past that support the abandoned dreams of the future, the disrobing of the dream of progress at the very moment it is unveiled elsewhere. They are the nagging inertia within America's everlasting set of movements between farm and city, city and suburb, and, more recently, suburb and small town. There is a divine quality to these acts. The very assembly of the words history and preservation into a single concept speaks to a divination of time and a nullification of death. Through preservation, ruins have been excavated, buildings have been restored, and the past brought back to life as a partner of the present. Preservation is an integral component of secular Western consciousness, a post-theistic struggle against the loss of God and the afterlife. It is a state of mind that seeks to block death through fortifications of past buildings.
In the United States, however, preservation has met one of its greatest challenges. In the New World, a society has emerged that views loss in conjunction with gain, and material obsolescence with progress. Death and decay have become the odd partners to eternal youth. Paraphrasing the writer Vladimir Nabokov, Americans seem to believe that the future is but the obsolete in reverse. They fear, to a degree much less than Europeans, the scarcity of meaning in a present moment absent divine guidance. Meaning, for Americans, may come from distant pasts as well as from preservation efforts. But, most often, meaning emerges in a dialectic with an eternal present, a set of pasts catapulting toward the moment at hand. Meaning is where capital flows, where practices of making and selling images continually excavate, erode, and discard matter. 
